Affect-related personality traits and contextual interference processing during perception of facial affect.
We investigated the influence of different personality dimensions on neural emotional conflict processing. A cluster analysis separated two different subsamples of subjects. One sample scored high on neuroticism, anxiety, depressivity and low on extraversion and was found to be highly sensitive to emotional conflicts during processing of negative and positive expressions. This sample revealed increased conflict induced activation in the amygdala during processing of negative expressions which was associated with higher levels of anxiety and depressivity. This amygdala activity was positively coupled with activity in dACC during processing of neutral expressions and negatively coupled in the sample with opposite personality scores. Depressivity was also associated with activation in subgenual ACC. Increased activation in subgenual ACC was also found during processing of positive expressions. This activation as well as activation in rostral ACC was higher in lower extraversion scores. In summary, individuals with higher neuroticism, anxiety, depressivity scores and low extraversion scores are sensitive to emotional conflicts during the processing of emotional expressions. Furthermore, emotional conflict resolution might challenge emotional regulative mechanisms in these subjects which became evident by increased activations in different subregions of the ACC.